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Guillaume Tissier has been leading since 2013 the International Cybersecurity Forum (FIC),

co-organized by CEIS and the Gendarmerie Nationale. President of CEIS since 2018, he

becomes a partner of Avisa Partners when the two companies merge in January 2020.

           

           

           

Securing the Metaverse: The
Gulf’s Real-World Challenges
for a Fictional Universe

Countries in the GCC are leading the

adoption of the Metaverse in multiple �elds.

However, this new and exciting digital

breakthrough brings with it new security

challenges, especially for adopters in regions

with a unique geopolitical dynamic.

Read the article

Cyber warfare: the Russians
not up to par?

In terms of cyberattacks and digital warfare,

Russia has skills and resources that have

been widely discussed and, on paper, it

seems to be a major power in this area.

However, the war in Ukraine has many

observers surprised at the ultimately limited

scope of their cyber operations.

Read the article

How can we protect
ourselves against network
infrastructure sabotage?

At the end of April, an unprecedented series

of malicious acts paralysed Internet tra�c in

several regions simultaneously. The

investigation is ongoing, but industry

federations are already calling for tougher

sanctions and a major plan to ensure

network resilience.

Read the article

How to monitor
algorithms

The misuse of a fraud prevention algorithm

by Dutch authorities led to widespread

discrimination. A story that triggered a

national scandal and serves as a reminder of

the importance of tools to monitor the use

of AI.

Read the article

           

Panorama of cyber innovation – 2022 FIC Startup Award

The information presented in this panorama was collected from the 75

companies that applied for the award. Organised in partnership with

Atos and with the support of ECSO, it rewards each year the most

innovative companies in the �eld of cybersecurity.

Download the Panorama here !
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Privacy shield : is it really necessary to get out of the current
ambiguity?

On July 16, 2020, in its “Schrems 2” decision, the Court of Justice of the European Union nulli�ed

the Privacy Shield, i.e. the adequacy decision guaranteeing European citizens’ personal data the

same level of protection in the United State as in Europe. Since then, due to the lack of a collective

“shield”, a�ected businesses have been forced to resort to the use of standard terms, which are

negotiated on a case-by-case basis.

Read the edito

Digital Autonomy and Sovereignty Day

June, 30 2022

The Directorate-General for Enterprise and Industry (DGE) is organizing, in partnership with

the security industry’s strategic committee, the new edition of the “Digital Autonomy and

Sovereignty Day”. This event, which brings together private and public buyers and French

cybersecurity businesses, will take place on June 30 from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m. on the Cyber

Campus.

More information

INCYBER PARTNERS

Unsuscribe? Click here
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